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Last years brought new regulation and international obligations considering emission of organic compounds, there is a need to look for new, effective methods to control these pollutants. The electron beam flue gas treatment technology after in pilot plant scale came into industrial applications for \( \text{SO}_2 \) and \( \text{NO}_x \) removal. The Polish industrial installation is examined for continuous operation. In this installation 270,000 \( \text{Nm}^3/\text{h} \) will be purified with the efficiencies: 70% of \( \text{SO}_2 \) will be removed and 80% of \( \text{NO}_x \) simultaneously. The technology is dedicated for energy sector, especially coal-fired power stations. The coal combustion process is temporarily one of the biggest source of VOCs. Theses compounds are emitted with various concentrations, polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons are known as the most dangerous among them, e.g. Benzo[a]pyrene \( \text{C}_{20}\text{H}_{12} \), benzo[ghi]perylene \( \text{C}_{22}\text{H}_{12} \) or dibenzo[a,h]antracene \( \text{C}_{22}\text{H}_{14} \) are the most toxic according to EPA list. Recent years have brought new regulations concerning their emission, European countries signed the international treaty covering PAHs emission in 1998 in Denmark. Tests at the pilot plant constructed at coal fired power station were performed with the purpose to estimate the influence of electron beam on organic compounds present in flue gas, during \( \text{SO}_2 \) and \( \text{NO}_x \) removal. The influence of electron beam on the global toxicity factor of flue gas has been analyzed. It has been demonstrated that in the presence of ammonia, the concentrations of some PAHs were lower than without ammonia. The removal efficiencies have been ranged from 40 up to 98%.

In this field, following research is carried out:
- Pilot plant (EPS Kawęczyn) experiments
- Laboratory scale experiment in a flow installation
- Theoretical modeling
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